Synopsis:
Brought to this time accidentally by an experiment gone awry, Blundar the Barbarian learns to
adapt to our modern society. The creator of Blundar’s situation is the brilliant ( but cheap and
thereby constantly screwing up because thereof ) Captain Neutron. Neutron heads up a bunch of
interstellar free thinkers who go by the handle: “the Cosmic Rangers”. A high falutin’ name but
they’re essentially a group of larcenous, opportunistic thugs. Today, Blundar gets domestic as he
relays to you the

Ho Millan!
So Blundar hungree - mayk dinner (Blundar tern eneeway). Ransid goht milk and raw
skwid. MMMMMM! Plus Kawzmik Raynjr not lyk much so Blundar get mor. Blundar
klever. Strong like bull, smart lyk traktor. Ho!
Blundar dew yard werk tewday. Rayk lawn. Ho - that hard werk. Arm like noodl.
Eezier krush hed. Blundar kleen owt bair trap. Manee skull ther so Blundar put on
spyk, mayk lawn ornament. Naybor get awl exsyted, kawl sum peepul with no sens
ha-ha. Tell Blundar hewman skull not good lawn ornament - whair get? Blundar say
fynd in bair trap. Blundar hohp for bair. Need new koht. Not no why peepul jump in.
Peepul with no sens ha-ha ask abowt syn by bair trap. Syn say,“Religious Proselytisers
stand here.” Blundar not no whut syn meen, say friend, Kap Tan New Tron put
thair. KTNT say it big johk. Will tell Blundar laytr. Peepul with no sens ha-ha jump
up down, ask whair Kap Tan New Tron. Blundar no, say KTNT tayk Kawzmik
Raynjer, go fyt left hand popcorn tree of bayta sigmuh seereeul. Peepul with no
sense ha-ha not lyk anser. Drag Blundar off. Thro Blundar in tynee room. Food good
tho. Uther peepul kum vizit Blundar. Say Blundar inosent. Say Blundar lack mentul
kapasitee tew mayk krym. Blundar not no whut meen but Blundar go free. Lewz
lawn ornament tho. Blundar sad, not go garden eneemor.

